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Abstract The 2-2 wire-driven parallel crane is the most simple planarparallel crane
actuated by wires with two wires connected at two different points on the platform.
We present original contributions on the kinematics of suchrobot, namely full in-
verse kinematics, trajectory, static and singularity analysis in the joint space.
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1 Introduction

The 2-2 wire-driven parallel crane has two coilable wires connected at two different
pointsB1,B2 on the platform (figure 1). The wires can be coiled by winches fixed to
the ground, whose output points areA1,A2 . Hence, provided that gravity is included,
it is a 2 d.o.f. robot that allows to control the planar motionof the platform center of
massG, that lies in the vertical plane that includesA1,A2 (and also includesB1,B2).
The lengths of the wires will be denoted byρ1,ρ2. We will assume that the distance
betweenB1,B2 is smaller than the distance betweenA1,A2 so that both wires cannot
be parallel. To the best of the author’s knowledge the kinematics of such a robot has
been addressed only in [3, 5].

We introduce a reference frameR = (A1,x,y) wherey is the vertical direction
pointing upward. In this frame the coordinates ofA2 are (xa2 > 0,ya2) and the co-
ordinates ofG are(xg,yg). We also define a mobile frameRm = (G,xm,ym) and in
this frame the coordinates of theBi are(xbi ,ybi).

A rotation matrixR of angleθ is used to get the components inR of a vector
whose components is known inRm. Especially the coordinates (xi,yi) of Bi in R

are obtained as:

xi = xg +cosθxbi −sinθybi yi = yg +sinθxbi +cosθybi (1)

The lengthρi of wire i is obtained as

ρ2
i = (xi − xai)

2 +(yi − yi)
2 (2)
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Fig. 1 The 2-2 robot

Let F = (0,−mg,0,0,0,0)T be the force and torque applied on the platform, where
m is its mass and letτ = (τ1,τ2)

T be vector of tensions in the wires. Static equilib-
rium is obtained when

F = J−Tτ (3)

whereJ−T is a 6×2 matrix whosei− th columnJ−T
i is

J−T
i = (

AiBi

ρi

GBi ×AiBi

ρi
)T (4)

This column is the Plücker vector of the line going throughAi,Bi while F is the
vertical line going throughG. Equation (3) indicates that at mechanical equilibrium
the linesA1B1, A2B2 and the vertical line going throughG span a linear complex
i.e. meet at the same point. Note that the coordinate ofAiBi along thez axis ofR is
0 and consequently (3) admits a reduced form: ifFr = (0,−mg,0)T andJ−T

r is a

matrix whosei− th column is(AiBix
ρi

,
AiBiy

ρi
,

GBixAiBiy−GBiyAiBix
ρi

), then we have

Fr = J−T
rτ (5)

Let us define the 3×3 matrixM whose first and third columns are the first and sec-
ond columns ofJ−T

r, while its second column isFr. If we defineα = (τ1,−1,τ2,
then equation (5) may be written asMα = 0. As α is not equal to 0 the mechanical
equilibrium condition may also be written as:

|M| = 0 (6)

Note that equations (5,6) are only necessary conditions formechanical equilibrium
as we have also to ensure that the tensions in the wires are allpositive.

2 Trajectory, equilibrium condition and inverse kinematics

Let (Xi,Yi) be the components of the vectorGBi in R. The equilibrium condition
(6) may be written asAuth
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(Y2−Y1)x
2
g +(X1−X2)xgyg +(xa2(Y1−Y2)+ ya2X2 +Y2X1−Y1X2)xg

−xa2X1yg + X1(ya2X2− xa2Y2) = 0 (7)

Hence if θ is fixed (and consequently so are theXi,Yi), then G moves along
an hyperbola whose principal axes makes an angleφ with the x axis (such that
tan(2φ) = (X1−X2)/(Y2−Y1)) and whose center admitsxa2X1/(X1−X2) asx co-
ordinate. An analysis of this hyperbola allows one to determine if a given orientation
θ is reachable either over the full workspace or at least on part of it. For example
the coefficient ofyg in (7) cancels forxg = xs

g = xa2X1/(X1−X2); consequently if
xs

g ∈ [0,xa2], then the workspace is separated into two components and it is not pos-
sible to maintain the given orientation over the workspace of the crane. Note that
the equilibrium condition (7) is a function ofxg,yg,θ but we will see in section 3
that it may also be expressed as a function ofxg,yg,ρ1,ρ2.

While the 2-2 is a 2 d.o.f. robot, the platform has still 3 d.o.f. Hence for solving
the inverse kinematics it is necessary to specify 2 of this 3 d.o.f while the value of the
remaining variableX will be determined by solving the equation (7). We examine
now the possible different cases:

• xg,θ are fixed: equation (7) is linear inyg, there is a single possible value foryg

• yg,θ are fixed: equation (7) is a second order polynomial inxg, there is up to two
possible values forxg

• xg,yg are fixed: using the Weierstrass substitution on (7) leads toa 4-th order
polynomial inT = tan(θ/2) that may have 4 real roots that furthermore leads to
positive tensions in the wires. For example forxa2 = 20, ya2 = 10, xb1 = −20,
xb2 = 20, y + b1 = yb2 = 1, xg = 10, yg = −20 we get indeed 4 possible values
for θ that all leads to positive wire tensions.

3 Direct kinematics

The direct kinematics (DK) of the 2-2 robot has been presented in [5]. The solutions
can be obtained by solving a 12th order univariate polynomial and [5] provides a
geometrical explanation of order of the polynomial that is related to the sextic nature
of the coupler curve of the 2-2. But, as mentioned by Carricato [3] if the platform
may perform out of the plane motion, then there may be up to 24 solutions: indeed
we have to consider possible reflection of the problem or equivalently we have to
consider the solutions that are are obtained when reversingthe role ofA1,A2.

We first simply propose here another approach to derive the 12th order poly-
nomial. The static equilibrium condition (7) is a function of sinθ ,cosθ , while
equations (2) are linear functions of these quantities. Solving these 2 equations in
these unknowns and reporting the result in (7) leads to an equilibrium condition
E1 that is function ofxg,yg,ρ1,ρ2 of degree 7 inxg and 6 inyg. The constraint
sin2 θ +cos2 θ −1 = 0 leads to another equationE2. The resultant ofE1,E2 in yg is
a 24th order polynomial inxg that factors out in a 12th order polynomial and a 3rd
order polynomial that is raised at the power of 4. This secondpolynomial provides
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only solutions withyg > 0 while the first polynomial provides the valid solutions.
Stability analysis of these solutions have been addressed in [1],[2].

We have then to consider that obtaining all the solutions from the solving of the
univariate polynomial may not be the best method: indeed numerical round-off er-
rors will affect the calculation of the polynomial coefficients while the solving of
a 12th order polynomial may be numerically unstable. Instead of using the polyno-
mial, it is possible to transform the problem into an eigenvalue problem, which is
numerically more stable, but still the results cannot be guaranteed. Hence we pro-
pose to use interval analysis (IA) on a set of DK equations, asthis method allows to
provideall solutionsexactly (i.e. with an arbitrary accuracy). The efficiency of this
method is however dependent upon the set of equations that has to be solved. Hence
we may consider several forms of the problem:

1. with 8 equations and 8 unknowns: these unknowns arexg,yg,x1,y1,x2,y2,τ1,τ2.
The equations are the 5 equations (2,3) and the 3 geometricalconstraintsG de-
fined as||B1B2||

2 = d2
12, ||B1G||2 = d1G, ||B2G||2 = d2G , whered12,d1G,d2G are

the known distances between(B1,B2),(B1,G),(B2,G)
2. with 6 equations and the 6 unknownsxg,yg,x1,y1,x2,y2. The constraints are the

3 equations (2,6) and the 3 geometrical constraintsG

3. with 5 equations and the 5 unknownsxg,yg,θ ,τ1,τ2. The constraints are the 5
equations (2,3)

4. with 4 equations and the 4 unknownsxg,yg,sinθ ,cosθ . The constraints are the
3 equations (2,6) and the constraint sin2 θ +cos2 θ = 1.

5. with 3 equations and the 3 unknownsxg,yg,θ . The constraints are the 3 equations
(2,5).

6. with 2 equations and 2 unknowns: these unknowns are eitherxg or yg andθ . The
difference between the two equations (2) is linear inxg,yg and is used to obtain
one of these variables. The constraints are one of (2) and (5)

Note that methods 1 and 2 take reflection into account and hence provide all solu-
tions in a single pass, while the other methods required to beapplied twice.

To compare the efficiency of the solving in the various cases we consider a
specific robot, calledtest robot, that will be used all over this paper, such that:
A1 = (0,0) A2 = (100,10) B1 = (−10,1) B2 = (10,2) and we solve the DK for
ρ1 = 110,ρ2 = 100. The solving times in seconds for the above methods are 0.95
(4), 0.49 (4), 0.8 (2), 0.04 (2), 0.11 (2), 3.66 (6), where thenumber in parenthesis
is the number of solutions. The total number of solutions with positive tensions is 4
as indicated by methods 1 and 2. Methods 3, 4, 5 provide only half of the solutions
because reflection is not taken into account and method 6 provides 6 solutions but
only 2 with positive tensions. Hence the most efficient methods are 2 and 4 (which
requires 2 passes to get all solutions).

We have conducted a study of the number of solutions with positive tensions
by selecting randomly 400 wire lengths and solving the DK in each case. We have
found that the DK has 2 solutions in 34% of the cases, 3 in 8.75%, 4 in 45.5% 5 in
0.75%, 6 in 8.5%, 7 in 0.5 % and 8 in 2%. Evidently we cannot claim that even with
this relatively high number of trials these numbers will always be relevant. Figure 2
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shows an example with 8 solutions obtained forρ1 = 180,ρ2 = 190. The solution
(xg,yg,θ ) obtained for the rotation matrix are (45.19, -168.50, 174.79), (30.31, -
168.47, 142.38), (49.34, -177.12, 3.10), (68.01, -168.40,223.97) withθ in degree.
For the reflection we get (48.46, -171.49, 175.96), (12.35, -169.36, 85.78), (49.29,
-174.13, 357.43), (85.36, -169.37, 267.40). Note that if out of the plane motion is
possible, then we have only 2 stable solutions.
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Fig. 2 The eight solutions of the DK obtained for the test robot withρ1 = 180,ρ2 = 190

4 Statics in the joint space

If the pose parameters are known, then equations (3) allows to determine the ten-
sions in the wires. It may however be of interest to study kinematics in the joint
spaceρ1,ρ2. In this section we will address two problems:

1. determining the wire tensions as functions ofρ1,ρ2 only
2. determining the regionW in the joint space such that|τ1|, |τ2| ≤ τmax, whereτmax

is a fixed threshold

For point 1 we note that the two first equations of (5) are linear in xg,yg. Solving
this linear system and reporting the result in the last equation of (5) and in the 2
equations (2) leads to a system of 3 equations inθ ,τ1,τ2. This system may be con-
verted into an algebraic system by using the Weierstrass substitutionT = tan(θ/2).
Taking the resultant with respect toT of each pair of equations leads to two poly-
nomialsP1,P2 in τ1,τ2, which have degree (6,6). For a given robot geometry the
resultant ofP1,P2 in τ2 factor out in two polynomials of degree 12 and 20 inτ1, only
the former one leading to valid values forτ1. Solving this polynomial and back sub-
stituting its roots inP1,P2 allow to calculateτ2, which complete the static analysis
in the joint space.

For point 2 checking if, for a given mass of the platform, the value of the wire
tensions are lower than the breaking point is clearly of interest. If only joint control
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is use we are interested in determining the location of the points such that one of the
wire tension is equal to its allowed maximumτmax in the joint spaceρ1,ρ2.

Assume that we setτ1 = τmax; equations (3, 2) become a system of 5 equations
in the unknownsxg,yg,θ ,τ2. The first equation of (3) is used to determineτ2, while
the difference between the 2 equations (2) is linear inxg and is used to determine
xg. The second equation of (3) is linear inyg: after solving it remains 2 equations
(the third equation of (3) and one of the equations (2), that are only function of
θ . If we defineT = tan(θ/2) the first equation may be written as the product of 3
polynomialsA×B(T,ρ1,ρ2)×C(T,ρ1,ρ2) of degree 2, 2, 4 inT , the polynomialB
having only terms inρ2

1 or ρ2
2 , whileC is a 3rd order polynomial inρ1 and includes

only terms withρ2
2 . The second equation may be written asA×D(T,ρ1,ρ2) where

D is a sixth order polynomial inT and inρ1, while it includes onlyρ4
2 ,ρ2

2 terms.
The common termA cancels when both wires are parallel, a case we have excluded.
and consequently both equations will cancel either when theresultant ofB,D or the
resultant ofC,D is equal to 0. The resultant ofB,D factors out in a polynomial of
degree 6 inρ1 and includes onlyρ4

2 ,ρ2
2 terms. The resultant ofC,D is too large to

be obtained when the geometrical parameters of the robot arekept symbolic but it
may be easily obtained for a given geometry and leads to a polynomial of degree 16
in ρ1 and 12 inρ2 with a total degree 16.

To determine the regionW of theρ1−ρ2 joint space where we haveτ1 ≤ τmax

andτ2 ≤ τmax we have to plot the above curves for the two casesτ1 = τmax and
τ2 = τmax. These curves will be splitted in arcs whose start and end extremities are
points such that eitherτ1 = τ2 = τmax or τ1 ≤ 0 or τ2 ≤ 0 (the calculation in the
joint space in the two later case being presented in section 5). Classicaly the border
of W will be obtained as a set of such arcs, which are determined bychecking the
constraints for the mid-point of the arcs, using a method that is similar to the one
used for determining the workspace of a parallel robot [4].

We consider the test robot and we chooseτmax = 2F . Figure 3 shows the curves
with the following notation: a curve denotedtij is such thatτi = τmax and a curve
denotedvi corresponds to the case where wirei supports all the load.

Consider the case where we haveρ1 = 40. Settingτ1 = τmax leads to 4 solutions
U j=(ρ2,τ2,xg,yg) with U1=( 42.96,2.095,49.7146 -6.66),U2=(83.87,1.989,28.548,-
8.8),U3=(115.52, -1.517,-20.134, -23.017),U4=(151.688, - 1.4219, -35.554, -34.846).
These points correspond to the intersection of the lineρ1 = 40 with the arcs of curve
denotedt10, t13, t13, t12. It may be noted that for pointsU3,U4 we have
τ2 < 0: this is quite normal as these points are over the linev1. We notice also that
for pointU1 we haveτ2 > 2. If we now plot the 4 solutions (figure 4) we note that
the solutionU2 corresponds to the unstable case whereG lies over the pointB1,B2

and, as expected, solutionsU3,U4 lies on the left side of they axis which is the
limit in which wire 1 supports the whole load while wire 2 is slack. Hence none of
these point may belong to the border ofW . If we consider the caseτ2 = τmax we
get also 4 solutions (not represented in the figure)V j=(ρ2,τ1,xg,yg) with V1=(43.22,
1.905, 49.629, -7.192),V2=(83.834, 2.01, 28.568, -8.733),V3=(116.067, -2.262, -
25.997, 14.647),V4=(153.893365, -2.337226, -42.997, 25.872). For solutionsV3,V4

we haveτ1 < 0, while forV2 we haveτ1 > τmax and a further analysis shows that
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Fig. 3 The curves that appear in the calculation of the region in theρ1 − ρ2 space for which
|τ1|, |τ2| ≤ τmax
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Fig. 4 The poses of the solutions obtained forρ1 = 40

this solution is also unstable. Hence the only valid solution isU1 which is a point of
the border ofW . A more complete analysis, that cannot be presented here forlack
of space, shows that the regionW has as border the curvev1, v2, one arc of the
curvet10 and one arc of the curvet20.

5 Singularities

Wire-driven parallel robot have the same singularity than parallel robots with rigid
legs (provided that the wire tensions are positive). In the 2-2 case this singularity
will be obtained if the lineA1B1, A2B2 are colinear. But this situation cannot occur
for a crane as the mechanical equilibrium cannot be satisfied(the equilibrium alongAuth
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8 J-P. Merlet

thex axis imposesτ1 = −τ2 and therefore the vertical force resulting from the wire
tension is 0 and therefore cannot balance the weight of the platform).

But another type of singularity has to be considered namely when a wire tension
cancels, as in that case we loose control of one d.o.f. For the2-2 this happens when
G,A1,B1 (or G,A2,B2) lies on the same vertical line. If we assume that only wire 1
is under tension we getxg = 0,x1 = 0 from which we get tanθ = xbi/ybi while yg

has an arbitrary negative value. The minimal length of wire 2may then be computed
for a givenyg with equation (2). However it may be of interest to get the singularity
condition in the joint spaceρ1,ρ2. If d1 is the distance betweenG andB1 we have
yg = −ρ1±d1 Substituting this value in (2) leads to

ρ2
2 ≥

(

yb1 xb2 − xb1 yb2

d1
− xa2

)2

+

(

−ρ1±d1+
xb1 xb2 + yb1 yb2

d1
− ya2

)2

(8)

which are the singularity conditions in the joint space. Another singularity condition
can be obtained in the same way if wire 2 only is under tension.

6 Conclusion

In spite of its apparent simplicity the kinematics of the 2-2robot is quite complex.
This paper has addressed not so well known kinematics issuesthat may be of in-
terest for the robot control either in the operational or in the joint space. The next
step will then to extend the concepts proposed in this paper to spatial wire robots
with 3 to 6 wires. This research has received funding from theEuropean Commu-
nity’s Seventh Framework Program under grant agreement NMP2-SL-2011-285404
(CABLEBOT).
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